Cigar and Smoke Shop Systems
You own a Cigar store / Smoke Shop because you love them. We cater to your business because we love them as well.
Over 10 years we have grown to become the biggest retailer of Microsoft Dynamics RMS in the Southwest by combining
the best hardware and software with the best pricing and service. That has served our customers well, but in growing
our business we wanted to cater to specific vertical markets. Being Cigar enthusiasts ourselves, our company spent
hundreds of hours developing Point of Sale systems geared just to your business. We are proud to offer Point of Sale
systems far superior to anything you have ever seen before.

Here’s what separates us:












High quality business class computers and peripherals combined with industry leading POS software.
Save untold hours of data entry – Our system comes complete with a database of over 2000 cigars, and it
continues to grow as we update it!
Detailed product information. Everything you need to know about each cigar is displayed right on screen. Out of
stock on a particular product? We can set the system up to automatically recommend something similar that
your customer will enjoy, based on what you have in stock.
Running low on a particular product? The system will automatically create the purchase order to bring your
stock back up to the level you specify.
Easily scan your product and create barcode labels for it as well, right from the Point of Sale Screen.
We will help you set up your system to be able to easily see what your best and worst selling products are, as
well as being able to track individual customer purchases, so you can cater to your best customers.
Local installation, training and support. We are based in Phoenix!
Seamless web and Ecommerce integration. We can build you a web site for you business that you can sell from.
Already have a web site? No Problem, we can create the ecommerce piece to sell from it using our proprietary
software RMS Fusion.
RMS Fusion allows you to manage your entire web site, from inventory and sales to customer tracking, right
from your POS system. It’s so easy to be up and selling with our system because the POS does all the work for
you!

Want to learn more? We would be happy to provide a demonstration of one of our systems for you. Once you
see how our systems can help you increase sales, efficiency and productivity, the choice will be clear. Contact
us today to learn more at 480.634.1198 Option 1.

Already have a Point of Sale System in place? Ask us about our stand alone Cigar Database Package!

